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Angle-Resolved Second-Harmonic Light Scattering from Colloidal Particles
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We report angle-resolved second-harmonic generation (SHG) measurements from suspensions of cen-
trosymmetric micron-size polystyrene spheres with surface-adsorbed dye (malachite green). The second-
harmonic scattering profiles differ qualitatively from linear light scattering profiles of the same particles.
We investigated these radiation patterns using several polarization configurations and particle diameters.
We introduce a simple Rayleigh-Gans-Debye model to account for the SHG scattering anisotropy. The
model compares favorably with our experimental data. Our measurements suggest scattering anisotropy
may be used to isolate particle nonlinear optics from other bulk nonlinear optical effects in suspension.
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Linear light scattering from micron-size spherical par-
ticles was well understood during the past century [1,2],
and currently provides the basis for characterization of a
wide variety of particle dispersions ranging from colloids
and emulsions to sprays, polymer solutions, and granular
materials. By contrast, with a few notable exceptions [3,4],
the nonlinear optical properties of particles were rarely in-
vestigated, in part because the theory is more complex, and
in part because nonlinear scattering signals are small.

This situation has changed recently as a result of
observations of second-harmonic generation (SHG) from
centrosymmetric colloidal suspensions [5,6]. These obser-
vations have stimulated fundamental theoretical develop-
ments [7] and more experimentation [8–14]. Researchers
are anticipating that the spectacular success of second-
order nonlinear optical probes in surface and interface
science [15,16] might be duplicated in studies of colloidal
particle surfaces and related phenomena. In particular,
an improved understanding of the chemical dynamics on
particle surfaces may lead to better control of colloidal
assembly, aggregation, and particle interactions.

In this Letter we present the first experimental measure-
ments of SH angular radiation patterns due to colloids.
Our experiments employ suspensions of �1-mm-diameter
polystyrene spheres in aqueous solutions containing mala-
chite green dye. Some of the dissolved malachite green
preferentially adsorbs onto the particle surfaces, produc-
ing a large second-order surface nonlinearity which facili-
tates SHG when the particle is illuminated by light in the
near-infrared [6]. Strong SHG is achieved because the
emission of molecular radiators pointing in opposite di-
rections on opposing surfaces of the particle does not in-
terfere destructively; the finite size of the particle inhibits
phase cancellation [7]. We measured the angle-resolved
SH light scattering patterns in the standard polarization
configurations for particles with different diameters. Our
observations reveal qualitative differences between linear
and nonlinear particle light scattering, notably the absence
of forward scattering in the latter case and the presence
of interesting secondary peaks. Some of these features are
predicted by rigorous theory for Rayleigh particles [7]. We
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show, however, that it is possible to account for our data by
using a simple nonlinear analog of Rayleigh-Gans-Debye
(RGD) theory to describe the SHG scattering anisotropy
of larger, e.g., Mie, particles. The anisotropic SHG scat-
tering patterns may be used to differentiate bulk nonlinear
optical effects from signals originating on the particle sur-
faces, and also as a basis for more quantitative predictions
about molecules on particle surfaces.

Experiments were performed using a 76 MHz pulse
train of ultrashort light pulses derived from a mode-locked
Ti:Al2O3 laser operating at 840 nm. The apparatus is
sketched in Fig. 1. Briefly, the Ti:Al2O3 output pulses had
a temporal width of �100 fs and a peak power of �50 kW.
The spatial profile of the beam was approximately Gauss-
ian. The fundamental beam was passed through spectral
filters to eliminate background photons at 2v, and then

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup for SHG angular scattering
measurement. F: spectral filter; P: polarizer; L: lens; G: go-
niometer; S: sample; I: iris; FB: fiber; MO: monochromator;
PMT: photomultiplier tube; C: photon counter. The s-polarized
(p-polarized) direction is perpendicular (parallel) to the paper
plane. (b) Adsorption isotherms for MG on PS particles. The
solid lines are fits to a modified Langmuir model.
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focused into the sample cell; the beam waist at sample
center was �40 mm. The input beam polarization was set
using a standard prism combination and polarizer [17]. A
scattered signal at 2v was recollimated, polarization se-
lected, and then coupled into an optical fiber. The fiber
output was recollimated, spectrally filtered, coupled into
a monochromator for further spectral discrimination, and
then directed onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector.
A lock-in photon counter was used for signal averaging.
The background was below 1 count per second.

The most unique feature of our apparatus was its angular
resolution. The sample was located at the center of a
goniometer so that the entire detection arm could be rotated
about the axis through the sample center and perpendicular
to the scattering plane, facilitating angle-resolved scans. A
low numerical aperture (0.16) detection fiber and a 1-mm-
diameter iris determined our angular resolution of 1±.

Samples consisted of polystyrene (PS) spheres in water
with diameters 0.51, 0.70, and 0.98 mm. The particle sur-
faces were negatively charged, with 2COO2 surface func-
tional groups. Malachite green (MG) dye was mixed into
the suspensions at varying concentrations. The amount of
MG adsorbed on the PS particles was a function of MG
concentration. Solution pH was fixed at �5.7 [18] to pre-
serve the dominant MG1 form, and all measurements were
performed at room temperature. Conventional dynamic
light scattering experiments with the same laser system
confirmed particle size and confirmed that the particles did
not aggregate in suspension.

Figure 1(b) shows a set of adsorption isotherms for MG
on PS. The results and experimental conditions are similar
to those of Refs. [10,13]. For our angular profile mea-
surements, we set the MG concentration to 7 mM and
the particle density to 6.3 3 108 cm23. At these con-
centrations, the particle surfaces are saturated with MG,
and the number density of MG molecules in the solution
was �10 times larger than the total number density of
MG molecules on the particle surfaces. Therefore the sol-
vent MG concentration was relatively insensitive to small
changes in particle number.

In Fig. 2 we exhibit unprocessed angle-resolved suspen-
sion data, along with data from pure MG solutions at simi-
lar concentrations. The unprocessed suspension data in the
p-in/p-out polarization configuration reveal the essential
angular pattern. The signal falls off towards zero in the for-
ward scattering direction and exhibits oscillations at larger
scattering angles. The raw data also suggest that there ex-
ists an incoherent contribution to the 2v signal from the
pure MG solution. Observations of MG-only solutions are
shown in Fig. 2, also for the p-in/p-out scattering configu-
ration. A large forward scattering signal falls off rapidly
with increasing scattering angle. This 2v signal is the
two-photon excited fluorescence of MG [6,19]. The inset
exhibits our measurements of this two-photon excitation
fluorescence spectrum. The large signal in the forward di-
rection arises because this configuration is sensitive to the
largest scattering volume. The excitation wavelength and
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FIG. 2. Raw 2v light scattering intensity angular profile for
D � 980 nm suspension (top) and for pure MG solution (bot-
tom) in the p-in/p-out configuration. Inset: two-photon excita-
tion fluorescence spectrum of MG solution for p-in/p-out.

concentrations we chose maximized the signal-to-noise
of our angle-resolved measurements. We measured the
background signal in all polarization configurations; the
signals had similar angular characteristics but different
magnitudes.

As described above, the SHG signals from suspensions
of colloidal particles in MG solution contain contributions
from two sources: bulk MG in solution and adsorbed
MG on the particle surfaces. We write the total electric
field at 2v, Etot�2v,r, u�, as a sum of the fields from
these sources, i.e., Etot�2v, r,u� � Es�2v, r, u� 1

Ebulk�2v, r, u�. These two contributions are uncorrelated.
For example, the particle-induced electric field, Es,
depends on the positions of all particles, and these
positions vary randomly. The particle-induced time-
averaged signal intensity, Is�2v, r, u�, is obtained from
the total signal intensity Itot�2v,r, u� less the background
fluorescence intensity, Ibulk�2v,r, u�, i.e., Is�2v, r, u� �
Itot�2v, r, u� 2 Ibulk�2v, r, u�. All data exhibited herein
are obtained by subtracting background fluorescent inten-
sity in the appropriate polarization configuration from the
total intensity.

In Figs. 3 and 4 we present angle-resolved observations.
In Fig. 3 we fix the particle size at 700 nm, and explore
the effects of polarization configuration. The configura-
tions with p-out have similar profiles with major features
confined to u , 50±, while those with s-out (only p-in/
s-out shown) are flat at our measurement noise floor. The
largest experimental errors arise in the forward direction,
about u � 0±, where the p-out signals fall to zero and
where the background signal is a maximum. Neverthe-
less, the angular pattern is distinct, and differs qualitatively
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FIG. 3. Extracted SHG scattering angular profile for 700 nm
diameter particle. Top: p-in/p-out; middle: s-in/p-out; bottom:
p-in/s-out. Also shown is the measurement error at u � 0±.

from the linear optical case. The lines represent best fits
to the data by using a simple theory discussed below. In
Fig. 4 we compare the effects of particle size in a fixed,
p-in/p-out, polarization configuration. The signal is larger
with increasing particle size, but the angular profiles are
similar. A closer examination reveals that the maxima oc-
cur at slightly different angles, shifting to larger angles for
smaller diameter particles.

We next describe a simple theoretical model to under-
stand the angular patterns of Figs. 3 and 4. The basis of
our analysis is the Rayleigh-Gans-Debye approximation
for light scattering. The RGD model is applicable when
the particle scattering strength is small and when scatter-
ing is peaked in the forward direction [2]. In our case, the
index mismatch between particles and background fluid is
only 20%, and substantive scattering occurs for angles less
than �50±.

We use the standard Green’s function method to com-
pute the scattered field from one sphere. Our signal is an
incoherent sum of the single-sphere solution:

E2v�r� �
�2v�2

c2

Z
d3r0

eik2v jr2r0j

jr 2 r0j
PNL

2v �r0� , (1)

where k2
2v �

�2v�2

c2 e�2v�, e is the particle dielectric con-
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FIG. 4. Extracted SHG scattering angular profile for three dif-
ferent particle diameters in the p-in/p-out configuration. Top:
980 nm; middle: 700 nm; bottom: 510 nm. The lines are fits to
the RGD model.

stant, and PNL
2v �r� is the nonlinear source polarization in-

duced by the input fundamental light. PNL
2v depends on the

input beam parameters and the particle properties. To ob-
tain PNL

2v , we use the RGD approximation which sets the
field inside the particle equal to the field of the input beam.
Our coordinate system puts the particle center at the origin
and takes the input fundamental beam to propagate along
the z direction, with measurements in the xz plane. u is
defined as the angle between the z axis and observation
direction. We assume that MG molecules adsorbed on PS
surfaces are oriented to point radially outward [6], and that
these surface adsorbates are the dominant contribution to
PNL

2v . The molecule’s hyperpolarizability is assumed to be
zero, except along this radial direction; this hyperpolariz-
ability is denoted a�2�, with all other elements of a�2� set
to zero.

The substitution and integration of the two forms
of PNL

2v �r� into Eq. (1) gives simple solutions for the
s-in/p-out and the p-in/p-out cases:
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Here êk and ê� are unit vectors in the longitudinal and
transverse directions, respectively, at the observation
point. R is the particle radius and q is the nonlinear
scattering vector, jqj � 2k2v sin u

2 . Fs�u� and Fp�u� are
standard form factors [20] which account for the particle
diameter dependence of the scattering. Since we detect
the transverse part of the field, we need only retain the
transverse part of the solution. The s-out signals are iden-
tically zero for all scattering angles in the xz plane. The
suppression of s-polarized scattering light agrees with our
observations.

We fit the angular intensity profile (solid lines in Figs. 3
and 4) for the p-in/p-out and s-in/p-out cases by using the
intensity derived from the transverse part of Eqs. (2) and
(3). The overall intensity amplitudes were treated as fitting
parameters. There is some deviation at larger scattering
angles. As expected, the deviations are larger for larger
particles. However, the RGD model fits fairly well, and
should prove a helpful approximation in the analysis of
future experiments. The good quality fits also corrobo-
rate our assumptions about the hyperpolarizability of the
adsorbed molecules.

To summarize, we have measured the SHG light scatter-
ing angular profile from colloids for the first time, and we
have shown how to understand the measurements using
a rather simple Rayleigh-Gans-Debye–based theory for
SHG light scattering valid for Mie particles. Our results re-
veal that SHG light scattering in this common experimental
scenario is strongly polarization dependent, with little for-
ward scattering and zero s-polarized output. In the future it
should be possible to use the angular profiles to discrimi-
nate the contributions of particle nonlinear effects from
bulk nonlinear effects, and to more quantitatively charac-
terize the particle surfaces.
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